The Operational Sustainability, LLC® (OS) OESuite™ SDS Module relieves the complexity of compliance with the new Globally Harmonized System (GHS) format as mandated by the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA). On June 1, 2015, the GHS requirements became a compliance obligation in North America. To date, 65 other countries have also adopted or are in the process of adopting GHS. To comply with the requirement, chemical manufacturers must update their Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS) and shipping labels to the new GHS format.

The OESuite SDS Module helps your company effectively and successfully manage your chemical portfolio. With dynamic key features, our cloud-based solution enhances compliance assurance:

- Author and manage outgoing (M)SDS
- Develop work processes for chemical approvals and integrate with our chemical inventory and compliance management modules
- Integrate with our Learning Management System (LMS) to better manage hazards
- Evaluate the (M)SDS related to a particular chemical stream on a Process Flow Diagram (PFD) or P&ID level via the built-in Visual Operations function
- Track chemicals by area and facility to ensure information is based upon the actual facility exposures
- Integrate information with your training plan to track and enable personnel competency

Users can quickly and easily search, access, print, and export (M)SDS information from our comprehensive library—and even submit (M)SDS via mail, fax, or email. As the list of chemicals changes, our Management of Change (MOC) Module will flag new chemicals/materials to ensure all personnel have the most current (M)SDS information. Workers can also see necessary (M)SDS as tied to permits and certificates when conducting work permitting and Lockout / Tagout (LOTO) procedures.

Extended OESuite™ Modules

For more information email us at info@DrivingOE.com or call (713) 355-2900.